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Hi MarcAndre,
Here's the October edition of our Librex Newsletter, which has the goal of keeping you
informed about various Librex best practices and presenting you some of our new features.

http://info.coriumsoft.com/librexnewsletteroctober2015
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Interdependent and Derived Properties
The value of a metadata can depend on another one. For
example, if you manually enter a customer number, you
could want to automatically derive the customer's first and
last names by interrogating a database or an external
system. And, of course, you want to restart this process
each time you modify this customer number.
You might also wish to validate the integrity between the
various properties of a document. For example, if you
select a credit card type and enter a credit card number,
it's important to make sure that they correspond (amongst
other validations, a Visa card number should start with a 4
and a Master Card card number should start with a 5).
In Librex, it's possible to trigger the execution of a script
each time a property value is modified. This script can be
http://info.coriumsoft.com/librexnewsletteroctober2015
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used for a global validation of the document or to adjust
and derive the properties' values from each other.
This functionality is available in tab "Properties" of section
"Forms" of document models. For more information,
please contact us.

Generate Documents Using
Background Images or Templates
Some of your processes might print on preprinted paper
with a specific header or using a format specific to your
organization, for example when printing invoices or
correspondance documents.
If you replace this paper process by Librex virtual printers,
it becomes essential to fully recreate your documents
electronically. To achieve this, you should use the concept
of background images. Librex will receive the data from
the external source (ERP or other) and will generate the
document with the background image as if it was sent to
the physical printer.
For more information on background images, go
to www.coriumsoft.com/DocBackgroundImages.
If your document is created from another type of template
(for example a "Word fusion"), Librex can also automate
this process. For example, Librex could receive data in a
simple text format or through a web service, and recreate
your documents by integrating this data to your document
generation template.

Thank you for reading our Librex newsletter. We
appreciate your interest in our solution and invite you to
contact us for any question.
We also invite you to follow us on Twitter or like us
on Facebook to get all the latest news on Corium and
Librex.
To consult the complete Librex documentation, visit our
Librex Documentation Portal
If you would like to read the past editions of our Librex
newsletter, we invite you to visit the following page: Librex
Newsletter

http://info.coriumsoft.com/librexnewsletteroctober2015

Finally, if you think some of your contacts would be
interested to subscribe to our Librex newsletter, feel free
to invite them to subscribe here: Subscribe to Librex
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to invite them to subscribe here: Subscribe to Librex
Newsletter
MarcAndre Chartrand
VicePresident, Business Solutions
mchartrand@coriumsoft.com

1(800)6617899
Call
Share
librex@coriumsoft.com
us
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